Introduction

Overview
The focus of this paper is to explore methods of handling loop structures arising from problems such as sparse system solvers whose irregularity can result in poor performance on distributed memory machines. In these problems, crucial details concerning loop dependences are encoded in data structures rather than being explicitly represented in the program.
A distributed memory machine is a multiprocessor in which each processor has highly preferential access to its own local memory. Accesses to storage in other processors is substantially slower. Typically, there is no hardware support for accessing individual storage locations in remote processors. Each processor directly reads or writes only to its own memory locations. Remote memory fetches must be carried out in a rather roundabout manner. Processor A obtains the contents of a given memory location which is not on A by sending a message to processor B associated with the memory location. Processor B must be programmed to anticipate such a request, to satisfy the request and to return a responding message containing the information requested. In most architectures the sending or receiving of a message is accompanied by a communication startup time that is substantially higher than either the time of a computation or the time required to send or receive an incremental word of data.
Distributed memory machines have very substantial advantages in their abilities to deliver computational power at extremely high rates. When the work in scientific programs is partitioned in an appropriate manner, excellent performance can often be attained on machines or networks of multiprocessors with relatively rudimentary communication capabilities.
Unfortunately, general purpose modern codes for solving partial differential equations and sparse linear systems are examples of the many types of problems whose irregularity can result in poor performance on distributed memory machines.
One can use a shared memory model to execute a nest of loops on a distributed memory machine [1], [3] . In all but very coarse grained problems, the results will be very unsatisfactory unless mechanisms are used: 1) to anticipate what data will be needed in which processor and 2) to cluster communications to reduce the number of startups. This type of optimization is typically performed manually in problems with regular communication patterns that do not vary when the program is executed with different input parameters.
Attention must frequently be paid to how one is to partition work in a nest of loops in order to achieve a good load balance along with reasonable communication costs. When it is necessary to partition an array among processors in an irregular fashion, the location of an array element in a local storage may not have a simple relationship with any global numbering of the array elements. If these transformations between global and local coordinates are resolved during the loop execution, a substantial performance penalty will generally be paid. The methods to be described here involve execution time preprocessing and in essence require a prior symbolic execution of a loop structure. The usefulness of these methods is clearly for inner loops of programs. Without them performance penalties would have to be paid during every loop iteration rather than being paid for once during an initial optimization.
In this paper, we present an outline of the infrastructure required to perform the optimizations outlined above on a class of loops we term start-time schedulable. A nest of loops is start-time schedulable if all data dependences are resolved before the program begins execution and if these dependences do not change during the course of the computation. This includes codes in which dependences are completely specified at compile-time. We also present ideas on how the use of the infrastructure we describe might be automated. Experimental data is included that quantifies the performance obtainable using the methods to be discussed here.
One long term aim of this research is to produce software that is able to interface with any program written on a distributed memory machine through what will appear to the user to be a subroutine call. The subroutines in question will be formed from standard templates we develop. These templates will be customized in a way that optimizes inner loop performance for loop structures specified by the user. The current research involves identification of techniques to achieve high performance for certain important classes of loops. Follow on research would include the development of tools that allow easy customization of the templates we provide.
Background
There are several research efforts under development which address the programmability of distributed machines. DINO[8] is a C language extension which has been designed for programming numerical algorithms on distributed machines. The constructs provided by DIN0 allow the programmer to specify mappings of data structures onto a virtual parallel machine. Accesses to local data are as usual but an access to a remote data object results in automatic insertion of a message. Thus, for very regular problems whose patterns of data accesses are known at compile-time, D I N 0 relieves the programmer of specifying the send-receive pairs for the parallel program. Callahan and Kennedy [3] describe another approach to programming distributed memory machines. User annotations to a high-level program declare whether a data-structure is logically shared between the virtual processors and a one-one mapping between elements of the structure and virtual processors is provided. Clustering of elements onto a single physical processor is specified separately. The authors suggest a long list of possible optimizations that will be attempted; many of these are analogous to those carried out for shared-memory and vectorizing compilers. Koelbel et. al. describe BLAZE [5] which is a language extension to Pascal. Here a user program may describe a distribution of shared arrays among the machine's processors. The main loop construct discussed in this paper is the forall loop, distributed using strip-mining. The Linda system [l] provides an associative addressing scheme by which a reference to variables can be resolved at run-time; this in essence provides a shared name space for distributed memory machines.
In section 2 we describe in some detail the kinds of loop structures to which our methods apply and we provide an overview of the optimizations we investigate. In section 3 we outline the design of the methods we have explored. In section 4 we present experimental results on the Intel iPSC/2 that quantify the benefits that can be obtained through the use of our optimizations. We also present data that quantifies the costs that would be incurred were one to take a naive approach towards dealing with loops of the type we consider. Finally, in 5 we draw conclusions about the role of the methods we have been investigating. We also draw conclusions about some of the issues involved in mapping work from irregular or sparse problems onto distributed memory machines.
Prescheduling Sparse Loop Structures
In section 2.1, we present a set of programs that carry out a simple regular computation. These examples demonstrate why even simple programs coded using loops that involve flexible data structures can cause performance problems on distributed memory machines. In section 2.2, we describe the added issues that arise when loops with somewhat more complex dependency structures are considered. In section 2.3 we give an overview of the way we carry out the optimizations presented here.
Sparse Matrix Vector Multiply
To provide a context for what follows, we will present two programs that carry out a sequence of sparse matrix vector multiplies (Jacobi iterations) and what might be done to execute these programs on a distributed memory machine. In Section 4 we will present experimental results illustrating the differences in performance that arise Figure 1 between P processors using a vertical strip decomposition, Figure 2 gives the pseudocode for the corresponding message passing program. We use a FORTRAN 8x type notation in our pseudocode for depicting sending or receiving subarrays of floating point numbers.
In a distributed memory machine, array references must refer to memory locations on a particular processor. In Figure 2 , we see that it can be straightforward to translate loops so that all references are to a processors local memory.
Consider Figure 3 which depicts a program that is somewhat more general than the
end do end do send xold(1;) to proc p-1 send xold(n/P;) to proc p+l receive from proc p-1, put in xold receive from proc p+l, put in xold(n/P+l;) !nd do The column of A corresponding to element j of a is given by column( j ) . Rather than sweeping over a two dimensional array, we sweep over a one dimensional array where dependences are given by the integer array column. A problem with the same pattern of dependences as seen in Figure 1 could be specified by the program in Figure 3 . This form of the code is important because sparse matrix solvers use this type of formulation.
In Figure 3 we use the arrays a and column to designate which array elements will be needed to compute the right hand side in statement S3. Unless we know how arrays low and high have been initialized, we do not know which elements of column and a will be needed on each processor. In a naive implementation of the algorithm, we would have to partition column and a in some regular manner and would have to fetch the array values when they are needed, possibly generating high performance penalties. A naive multiprocessor implementation of the code in Figure 3 also requires that a fetch from a remote memory be performed whenever zold( column(j)) in program statement S3 specifies a memory location not assigned to the processor on which the code executes.
The experimental results in Section 4 quantify how costly this kind of implementation can be on a message passing machine.
We can systematically partition a problem to obtain a good balance between communication costs and load balance. In Figure 4 , we show an example of a partitioned o iter=l,num I . Figure 3 . Each iteration of the doall loop S 1 is assigned to a unique processor p e . Each processor pe loops over the indices assigned to it (statement S2), the indices assigned to pe are specified in statement S3 by the subarray scheduZe(;pe). In this illustration, global names are still given to all array references and loop indices.
If we wished to store the required elements of arrays a and column in the processors where these elements are used, some sort of scheme would be required to associate the global index numbers with locations in local storage. To fetch values of xold in the right hand side of statement S4, we would have to (1) determine the processor p responsible for producing a variable value (2) determine the local identity of the variable on p and (3) instruct processor p to send the variable value.
Optimizations that can be performed on this partitioned program are: (1) data to be transmitted between processors can be formed into longer packets to amortize startup costs, (2) communications to be carried out by each processor can be prescheduled so that each processor knows when to send and when to receive values of specific variable, and (3) the global index numbers used to access elements of x, old, a and column can be translated into local index numbers that represent storage locations in each processor. 
Prescheduling Loop Structures
We can perform optimizations of the type described in Section 2.1 in more general cases where we have a sequence of doall loops between which there are dependency relations. For instance in Figure 5 we have a sequential outer loop S1 whose loop body contains a doall loop S2. S2 contains an expression with variables that may have been written to during earlier iterations of SI.
Sets of recursion equations are a particularly important example of a type of problem that are programmed as a sequence of doall loops. These equations are frequently specified in a sparse format. Consider for example the program for solving a lower triangular system in Figure 6 . In that program, we must assume that the outer loop S1 has to be executed in a sequential fashion. Sets of iterations of S 1 ( Figure 6 ) that can be concurrently executed can be identified by performing a topological sort on the dependency graph relating the left hand side of S 1 to the right hand side. This sort is performed by examining the integer array column. In this way the sequential construct in Figure 6 can be transformed into a parallel construct consisting of a sequence of doall loops. Each doall loop represents a concurrently executable set of indices from S1 of figure 6.
It is frequently possible to cluster work carried out in solving recursion equations so that adequate parallelism is preserved but so that a reduction is obtained in the number of computational phases and hence the number of communication startups. For example, consider what is required for efficiently solving a set of explicitly defined recursion equations on an X by Y point square (the recursion equations are subject to some suitable bound- Work involved in solving recursion equations specified in a sparse format must be scheduled so that parallelism can be exploited. In order to take advantage of efficiencies that can be gained by clustering blocks of variables, operations assigned to a given processor executed during a particular phase must be scheduled in a specific order. and S2); within each doall loop a set of row substitutions are scheduled (statement S3). As mentioned above, carrying out the operations in the order given by the array schedule in statement S3 may be essential. Methods for clustering work in sparse programs that solve recursion equations are discussed in detail in [9] .
Overview of Optimizations
First we must specify how the data structures appearing on the left hand side of expressions will be partitioned. For problems having sparse representations, partitions can be calculated using the integer data structures that represent dependency graphs (such as the array column in the examples shown here) Alternately partitioning information of variables appearing on the left hand side of expressions can be specified on an a-priori basis by a user with a good understanding of the computational behavior exhibited by an application. In our experiments described in Section 4 and in [6] we have used both methods. A system is being designed that symbolically transforms annotated programs to produce code that directly encodes dependency graphs. These graphs are encoded as integer arrays that can be directly interpreted by a preprocessor. Descriptions of problem partitioning methods can be found in [Z] , [4] , [7] . When a partition is calculated or input, a preprocessing step is performed. The preprocessor precomputes the information needed to be sent to each processor at each point in the computation and locally numbers the indices assigned to each processor. This precomputed information is then used in a schedule execution template designed to carry out (in an optimized manner) the computation, communications on the partitioned data. In the examples displayed in this paper, the scheduled and partitioned indices are represented in array schedule, (Figures 4 and 7) . The structure of the schedule executer and preprocessor do not vary, even though the details of the computation and the type of information are problem dependent.
The reason we assume iterative codes is because there is a cost associated with this preprocessing stage. For fine-grained computations, this cost will need to be amortized over several iterations. The start-time requirement is related; were the elements needed by an index of computation to change between iterations, the information computed by the preprocessor will be invalid after that iteration.
3 System Design
Overview
A preprocessor was written to precompute the communication patterns needed in the problems we solve. In addition, the preprocessor generates a request list for each processor detailing what data it will need to complete its computation and where this data can be found. The preprocessor also reorders the input data so it can easily be distributed to the processors. In the ezecuter, each processor simply uses its request list and communication data to determine what communication and computation is needed during a computational phase. The entire computation is solved over a fixed number of steps. Each step or phase corresponds to one of the doall loops presented in Figure 5 .
Consider what is involved in an implementation of an executer that doesn't utilize preprocessing to preschedule the transmission of needed data. Every time a processor p discovers that it doesn't have some data it needs it must go through the following steps: (1) determine what processor p' has that particular data; (2) send a "request to receive" message to p'; and (3) receive the requested data from p'. The executer could be slightly smarter and have p package all requests for p' during a computational phase into a single message. In addition to having much higher computational overhead, this implementation still necessitates twice as much computation as does the version of executer using preprocessed data. In a message passing machine, where the communication costs are extremely high, such an implementation is very inefficient (unless little or no inter-processor communication is needed).
Due to the static nature of the dependency relations between different input data elements in the problems we study (i.e. problems are s t a r t -t i m e schedulable) these expensive "house-keeping" computations can be performed prior to the actual computation.
A Simple Schedule Executer
The executer performs computations in a streamlined manner. In this discussion, we will use as our running example the program in Figure 7 . Elements of arrays that never appear on the left hand side of expressions are mapped to locations in local storage. Array a is an example of a data structure that would be treated in this manner. Data structure elements that appear on left hand sides of expressions can be organized in the order in which they are first written. An integer array is used to specify the dependency list ; this specifies the location in local storage of array elements of J: that will be used on the right hand side of the expression. A distinction is made between elements of J: stored on the local processor and elements that have to be obtained from other processors. Elements of x that must be obtained from other processors are stored in temporary buffers that are filled when data is obtained from other processors. In Figure 8 , we treat the arrays datalist, dependents, local as stacks, the function pop returns the next element on the stack.
In Figure 8 , we present a schematic version of an executer that corresponds to Figure 7 . The example conveys how we construct an executer; the actual executer is programmed so that fewer array increments and references are required. Integer array numelements in statement S1 gives the number of indices assigned to each computational phase. In this version of the executer, we take advantage of the fact that elements of array x are written to in a consecutive manner. Array numdependents in statement S2
gives the number of dependents corresponding to the current local index. In the context 9 t I of the lower triangular solve this is the number of non zeros appearing in a given row. The element of x required may either have been computed by the current processor and resides in its local solution vector or it has been computed by another processor and was transmitted to the current processor at the end of the last phase. Logical array l o c a l contains this information. If the index has been computed on the local processor, the local index number is stored in integer array dependents (statement S3). If the index has to be received from another processor, dependents reflects the location of the array element in temporary storage (statement S4). d a t a l i s t stores the indices of the elements of a. Elements of a are never found on the left hand side of any expression in the executer so that it is possible to initially assign elements of a required in each processor to locations in local memory.
Several factors/goals influenced the design of this module but the most important were that (1) irregular problems be solved efficiently, and (2) executer be flexible so that its functionality could easily be expanded.
The first of these goals was acheived by using a preprocessor to precompute communication patterns, to perform local to global index transformations and to organize local processor data. We accomplished the second goal by minimizing the amount of function-specific code and presenting the input data in a form that is independent of the function being computed. The computation required to execute the triangular solve is found in statement S5. We present in brackets the statements required to modify this executer so that it will compute a sequence of sparse matrix vector multiplies. In this case, the number of elements in a phase in S1 does not vary with the phase. The same memory locations are accessed during each computational phase so the l o c a l , dat a l i s t and dependents stacks are reinitialized each computational phase.
The CommunicateData() routine constructs packets of data and sends packets to and receives packets from other processors. The preprocessor generated communication data is used to determine how to construct these data packets and where packets are sent and received.
A Preprocessor
The preprocessor requires an input schedule. The schedule designates the indices that are to be executed by each processor during every phase of computation. Three main tasks are performed by the preprocessor: A sequence of send and receive communication calls are precomputed. The send and receive communication calls must be paired; everytime a processor p l sends data to another processor pi!, pi! must know to receive data from p l and processor p 2 must also be aware of the format p l has imposed on the data it is sending.
To amortize message passing startup costs in distributed memory machines, we use the schedule and the DAG to find out what information a processor p must receive from each of the machine's other processors during each computational phase. The list describing the information p must send each phaseeach phase to each of the other processors can be found directly from the list describing the information that must be received. This list can also be found by using the transpose of the computational DAG.
Programs in a distributed memory machine must always refer to locations in local memory. The programmer should be able to write loops referring to indices in a single shared index set. Global to local mapping is done by having the preprocessor determine the local address for each index element i. The local address of an element can be determined by examining the schedule since the schedule defines the order of execution.
Once local addresses for all indices i are found, this information is used to: (1) rename the indices the list of index i's dependents (e.g. array dependents in Figure S ) , and (2) translate the schedule designating what is to be sent and received at any given computational phase to refer to locations in local memory.
A more general example
The preprocessor and schedule executer can be customized to execute an arbitrary number of functions where each of these functions may be executed different number of times over subsets of the index space. Recall that thus far we have only considered code blocks with a single computation; Figure 9 depicts a slightly more general code. Functions F A and F-2 are executed over different parts of the index set. Further, there is a conditional in the inner loop of the code.
Because the code is assumed to be start-time schedulable, the dependences associated with each left hand side index can be determined once array1 and a r r a y 2 have been initialized. Similarly, the conditional need not be evaluated for every iteration of the above code; an execution schedule can be created by the preprocessor so that the inner loop function F-2 is computed for only those values of indices that satisfy the conditional. The schedule executor contains a list of indices which are used to evaluate functions F-1 and F-2 as many times as given by the values of the loop bounds and conditional values which may be computed at start-time.
In Figure 10 , we depict a template for a schedule used by the executer. This template The preprocessor and the executer have been extended to solve the numerical phase of sparse incomplete LU factorization. In this problem, we compute elements of the factored matrix only at certain prespecified matrix locations. In the versions we have implemented, the preprocessor precomputes the precise pattern of computation. Conditionals that determine whether a matrix element is to be computed (based on the known location of non-zeros) are only seen by the preprocessor.
The schedule executer is customized based upon the number of such functions within a given block of code, as in Figure 9 . Thus, when there are two functions to be evaluated in a code block, the executer contains the code for these functions. The lists of left and right hand side indices are initialized and used as shown in Figure 9 , with the code within the executer being driven by the contents of the structure shown in Figure 10 .
The software we plan will ultimately be able to interface with any program written on a distributed memory machine through what will appear to the user to be a subroutine call. The subroutines in question will be formed from standard templates we develop. These templates will be customized in a way that optimizes inner loop performance for loop structures specified by the user. User annotations could be used to specify the parts of a code that comprise the actual functions or computations. Thus, statements S1 and S2 may be encapsulated within an annotation such as begin-node endnode. For a more detailed description of this idea, the reader is referred to [6] . 
Analysis of Executor Performance
Overview of Executor Performance
In order to obtain an initial estimate of the efficiency of the executor on the Intel iPSC/2, we carried out a sequence of sparse matrix vector multiplications using matrices generated from a square mesh and a five point template. We expect this problem to parallelize well; the experiments are carried out not to demonstrate this obvious fact but to quantify the overhead caused by the extra non-floating point operations performed by the executor. In particular, we need to distinguish between inefficiencies due to the executor itself versus architecture and mapping related overheads such as communication delays and load imbalance. We performed a number of inter-related experiments to extract these factors. Table   and depict this in Table 1 . In may be seen that this overhead is roughly 10 percent of the parallel execution time.
To demonstrate that the executor is capable of achieving high efficiencies in an absolute sense, we reduce the relative contribution of communication costs by increasing the size of the problem. We compared timings from matrix vector multiplications using matrices generated from square meshes of sizes 100, 150 and 200 using a five point The Linda system [l] provides an associative addressing scheme by which a reference to variables can be resolved at run-time, this in essence provides a shared name space for distributed memory machines. We used the Linda system to estimate what efficiencies one might expect if one were to fetch various required array values on a demand basis with no preprocessing. We performed the same matrix vector multiplication experiments described in section 4.1 using a matrix generated from a 100 by 100 mesh.
Referring to Figure 3 , each element of array xold was fetched from the storage location assigned to it by the Linda system when a need for that element was encountered. All elements of a and column corresponding to a given row were stored contiguously and fetched as a single unit. Table 2 depicts the timings obtained using the Linda code along with a repetition of the timings obtained using the executor. The striking difference in timings can be understood when one considers that using the iPSC/2 as a shared memory machine requires having to pay several milliseconds per data fetch. It is important to emphasize that optimizations similar to the ones discussed here could be fruitfully employed in conjunction with the Linda system so that Linda's apparent shared memory would be used much more sparingly.
Distributed Memory Model Problem Analysis
In section 4.4, we will experimentally examine the performance of the executor in the more challenging problem of solving sparse triangular systems. To properly interpret the results we obtain, we need to first examine load balance communication cost tradeoffs in the context of solving the recursion equations in Section 2.2, equation 1. This dependency pattern is seen in a lower triangular system generated by the zero fill factorization of the matrix arising from a X by Y point rectangular mesh with a five point template (this system might arise in preconditioned Krylov space iterative linear system solvers). We will utilize P processors and partition the domain into n horizontal strips where each strip is divided into m blocks.
With very general assumptions, we show below that it is optimal to make the vertical strip size Y / n as large as possible and to decrease the horizontal block size X / m until the increased communication time becomes larger than the benefit of decreased idle time. We assume for convenience that m and n are multiples of P , and let S be the time required to perform the sequential computation. We define Tc to be the time taken to perform the computation in a block for a given m, n and S , and assume that Tc = S/mn.
Estimated total time without communications can be expressed as the sum of the time that would be required were the computation evenly distributed between processors in the absence of any load imbalance plus the time wasted due to load imbalances:
Tcmn Tcmin(m, n ) ( P -1) P + P where Tc = calculation time per block.
We now derive and discuss the second part of the above expression representing the time wasted due to load imbalances. The number of phases is equal to m + n -1.
Assuming that m and n are multiples of P , the term for idle time can be derived by noting that during any phase j 5 min(m,n) -1 when j is not a multiple of P , there are P -j mod P processors idle When j is a multiple of P , no processors are idle. First we show that in the presence of communication costs, we should choose rn 2 n.
We calculate the size of the largest message that must be sent between two processors during each phase. We assume that the time required for communication is equal to the sum of the times required each phase to send the largest messages. This tacitly assumes that the system is essentially synchronous, that computation and communication occur in alternating non overlapping periods of time. 
Executer Performance
We will show that we can account for the execution time in solving sparse triangular systems by estimating the time lost due to both load imbalance and communication delays. As mentioned earlier the input schedule dictates: (1) how the problem is partitioned; and (2) the computational granularity. Computational granularity is a crucial determinant of performance in message passing multiprocessors which possess relatively high communication latencies. It is important to aggregate or clump work in a way that leads to a controlled trade off between load imbalance and communication requirements. Optimal partitioning (i.e. mapping of the unaggregated problem) cannot be acheived without taking into account the geometrical relationship between index elements. Aggregation methods used to generate input schedules arising from sparse forms of a wide variety of recursion equations are described in [9] . An aggregation strategy that can be used for the sparse versions of the recursion equations was discussed in Section 4.3. The granularity of parallelism is parameterized using the parameters m and n introduced in Section 4.3. Recall that as m and n increase, the size of the scheduled computational grains decreases.
In Table 3 We note that for the problems on a 192 point square, the estimated communication free time added to the estimated communication time add up to a quantity that is close to the total time measured. Because these three quantities are derived from distinct experiments, this gives us some confidence that we are able to explain the timings observed. There is more of a discrepancy for the problem on a 576 point square. Since the one processor parallel time used is just an estimate, we expect that our estimate of communication free time here will be less accurate.
We note that when we employ a very fine grained parallelism (m and n equal to problem size) we pay a very heavy communication penalty relative to the computation time. The completion of this non-computationally intensive problem requires 383 phases, each one of which requires processors to both send and receive data. We can reduce the number of computational phases, and consequently the communication time, at the cost of increased load imbalances.
The overhead required for the operation of the executer appears to be captured well by the differences between the sequential time and the time required for the parallel code to execute on a single processor. Note that the overhead attributable to the executer, roughly 33 percent, is substantially larger here than it was for matrix vector multiply. This is understandable because the executor is having to coordinate a long sequence of I distinct, rather fine grained computational phases.
While appropriate choice of computational granularity is essential for maximizing computational efficiency, the nature of the triangular solve limits the performance that can be obtained in problems that are not extremely large. The parallel efficiency obtained in the 576 by 576 point mesh was 34 percent. This is roughly half of the speed available once the overhead of the executor itself is accounted for.
It should be noted that the same types of experiments were performed on the iPSC/l [6] . On the iPSC/l, floating point operations are much more expensive than they are on our iPSC/2. Estimates performed on the iPSC/l indicated that the overhead introduced by the executer was substantially smaller, and the parallel efficiencies were correspondingly larger.
In Table 4 we present results from a somewhat less regular problem solved on a 32 node Intel iPSC/1 hypercube. Given appropriate clustering techniques, an extremely high degree of regularity is not essential for achieving the efficiencies possible in these types of problems. The matrix for this problem is obtained in a rather involved manner discussed more fully in [6] . We begin with a matrix obtained from a 300 by 300 point mesh using a five point template. A reduced s y s t e m is obtained from this matrix by modifying the matrix in a way that increases the number of non-zeros per row and halves the number of rows.
In this problem the best efficiency was to 53%. The ability to aggregate work and control the number of communication startups plays a central role in obtaining increased efficiency.
Conclusion
There exist many types of problems (e.g. sparse system solvers) whose irregularity can cause problems for distributed memory machines. Good methods for parallelizing and partitioning these types of problems require one to assign computations and data in rather arbitrary ways. Efficient implementations tend to involve considerable programming effort to get good performance, making system development unnecessarily time consuming.
We have described a system that efficiently solves a variety of irregular problems that are s t a r t -t i m e schedulable. This system, which consists of a preprocessor and a schedule executer, inputs a schedule which dictates/reflects how the input index data is to be partitioned. The preprocessor precomputes the information needed to be sent to each processor at each point in the computation and locally numbers the indices assigned to each processor. This precomputed information is then used in a schedule executer which is designed to carry out (in an optimized manner) the computation, communication and the partitioning of data. The structure of the schedule executer and preprocessor do not vary, even though the details of the computation and the type of information are problem dependent.
We draw the following conclusions from this work:
1. It is possible to design a system that uses a single infrastructure to solve a variety of sparse and adaptive problems.
2. It is likely that parallelizing compilers will have to customize well tuned template programs rather than generate the very complex programs needed to efficiently partition and parallelize rather simple loops.
